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Master Fang Hui of Yangqi created the Yangqi school of the Linji sect ,whether 
reputation or influence,he was inferior to master Chong Xian of Xuedou,master Hui 
Nan of Huanglong contemporary. the Yangqi school has been the west-known orthodx 
Linji sect and has been long passed down ,powerful force to afterworld. This thesis 
considers the Yangqi school has the  historic condition because Fang Hui has 
particular medition thoughts ,convenient practices of the Chan school and flexible 
didactical techniques . 
This thesis wants to dicuss Fang Hui’s background of mediation thougths,his ways 
and traits of mediation thoughtsand to explain that he has contributed to the Linji Sect 
in the Bei-song dynasty on renaissance and perousness and had an important role in 
the chinese Chan history. 
  There are three parts in this paper: 
 The introduction contains the study state,the study method and study signification. 
 In the first part,the author simply introduces Master Fang Hui of Yangqi’s 
background of mediation thoughts,meanwhile,analyses why the Yangqi school 
became the orthodx Linji sect mainly. 
 In the second part, the author moves the “Master Fang Hui of Yangqi’s ways of 
meditation thoughts”in the three parts, which other classics don’t have. And mostly 
analyses his theory of extrication. 
  In the third part, the author discusses the “Master Fang Hui of Yangqi’s ways of 
meditation thoughts” which is very important ,and analyses the “cultivation theory”, 
the“resemblance Run-men sect theory”and the “social  flexibility theory” from 
present philosophic point. 
  At last, the author simply introduces the Master Fang Hui of Yangqi’s ways of 
meditation thougths which have been evoked on modern values. 
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① 正宗是指禅宗. 
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